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You’re not as powerless as you feel.

Section 1: POLITICAL CHALLENGES WITH YOUR BOSS

1. The Boss Who Holds You Back 3
   He basks in the spotlight while you toil in the shadows.

2. The Boss Who Pits You Against Your Colleagues 11
   Step out of the ring—and collaborate.

3. The Control-Freak Boss 17
   How to shake off the shackles.

4. The Boss’s Pet 27
   Get the support you need even if your manager plays favorites.

5. The Disaffected Boss 35
   A checked-out manager can mean opportunity for you.
Section 2: POLITICAL CHALLENGES WITH YOUR COLLEAGUES

6. The Hypercompetitive Peer 45
   Rein in the rivalry.

7. The Bully 53
   You can change the dynamic.

8. The Clique 61
   How to gain influence when the cool kids band together.

9. The Credit Stealer 69
   Share the work and the accolades.

10. Managing a Disgruntled Former Peer 77
    You’re the boss. Now what?

Section 3: POLITICAL CHALLENGES IN YOUR ORGANIZATION

11. Surviving the Office Outing 93
    Forced fun or networking opportunity?

12. Lasting Through Layoffs 99
    Sculpt a new role for yourself.

Section 4: BUILD YOUR SKILLS

13. Managing Conflict Constructively 111
    When avoidance and wishful thinking no longer work.

14. Conducting Difficult Conversations 133
    Develop a strategy for having hard talks.
15. Working with People You Just Can’t Stand

You don’t have to like them, but you do have to find a way to work with them.

16. Forging Alliances

Because the company you keep matters.
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